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abstract:  Anthracite was the first casualty of the great twentieth-century energy 
transitions from coal to liquid fuels. However, its demise occurred in two stages, for 
oil and natural gas did not begin to undermine the market for hard coal until the 
1920s. By 1900 anthracite had lost its industrial markets and even as a domestic fuel 
it was besieged. Strikes that led to uncertain supplies and rising prices encouraged 
consumers to search for substitutes while innovations in production and marketing 
made coke, manufactured gas, and coal briquettes increasingly attractive alternatives. 
Anthracite sales peaked in 1917 and declined sharply well before the onset of oil and 
natural gas. Although its demise might have taken longer, anthracite would have 
expired even if there had been no age of oil.
keywords:  Anthracite, bituminous, coal, energy transition, resource shortage, 
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New England’s captains of public policy organized their preparations yester-
day for a “war to end war” with the anthracite industry.

—Boston Globe, August 22, 1925

We deliver coke in white canvas bags loaded into a white wagon with the 
driver in white canvas overalls. In muddy weather the wagon is washed . . . 
every trip. All the coal wagons are painted black [like] a funeral procession.

—American Gas Institute of 1906

The National Commercial Gas Association (NCGA) created Nancy Gay as 
an advertising image who became their public face in 1914. In magazines and 
a pamphlet entitled “The Story of Nancy Gay,” the association explained 
that she had nearly broken up with her sweetheart, George, because he was 
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so old- fashioned as to want a coal stove. True love finally won out, for Nancy 
persuaded George of the wonders of the all-gas kitchen, and the reader learns 
“what gas provides in the way of domestic service and therefore contentment 
and happiness.” Nancy so won over George that he wrote his parents—who 
lived in “Old Fashionedville”—urging them to convert to (manufactured) 
gas as well.1

It seems unlikely that anthracite (“hard”) coal producers paid any attention 
to Nancy Gay, for in 1914 their future must have seemed bright. Although 
expensive compared to bituminous (“soft”) coal, anthracite was the domes-
tic fuel of choice in the Northeast, especially among affluent householders. 
Since 1850 output had grown at an average rate of nearly 8 percent a year and 
the boom of World War I carried production to slightly less than 100 million 
tons in 1917. In retrospect, this proved to be its highest level ever, and while 
many worried the nation might soon run of this wonderful resource, no one 
foresaw it would be lack of demand, not lack of supply, that would lead to 
the eclipse of the hard-coal business. Nancy Gay, in short, was symptomatic 
of the changes reshaping energy markets during these years.

figure 1 “Nancy Gay” promoted the all-

gas kitchen in a pamphlet titled The Story 

of Nancy Gay distributed by the National 

Commercial Gas Association beginning 

in 1914.

While World War I fuel shortages and the great strikes of 1922 and 1925–26  
helped propel buyers away from hard coal, these were less important than 
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innovations resulting in better fuels. Anthracite was among the first—and 
most serious—casualties of the great twentieth-century energy transitions 
from coal to liquid fuels. The end of anthracite occurred in two stages, for 
oil did not begin to undermine the market for hard coal until the middle 
1920s and natural gas came even later. Well before that, competition from 
traditional fuels (bituminous coal and its derivatives) was eroding the market 
for anthracite.2

figure 2 Gas began to drive anthracite from the kitchen by World War I. From 

The Story of Nancy Gay.

Writing on energy transitions has largely focused on the broad shifts 
among primary fuels —from coal to liquids and gasses—and indeed, the rise 
of fuel oil was a dramatic, disruptive Schumpeterian innovation at once crea-
tive and destructive.3 Yet such a focus can easily blind one to the less dramatic 
economic changes that were eroding anthracite markets well before the age 
of oil. The initial move away from anthracite involved many small decisions 
made by households and businesses. It reflected consumer responses to the 
rising price of hard coal as well as entrepreneurial actions by producers of 
coke, manufactured gas (the creators of Nancy Gay), and fuel briquettes, all 
of which derived from bituminous coal and promised a better combination 
of cost, convenience, and cleanliness than anthracite could offer. This article 
begins with a review of the hard-coal industry at the time of World War I. 
The next section traces the rise of substitutes for anthracite before the dawn 
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of the heating oil age and looks at their market penetration. The article then 
traces the belated and ineffective sales and product-improvement efforts of 
the anthracite producers to win back their eroding markets. The final section 
offers some conjectures and conclusions.4

peak anthracite

Anthracite coal and America grew up together. The industry was almost 
entirely located in northeastern Pennsylvania and records show it was used 
locally before the writing of the Constitution. High transportation costs 
initially precluded wider use, and the earliest data show production of only 
about 1.3 million tons in 1821. With the opening of canals to tidewater in 
the mid-1820s, however, production took off. Anthracite not only displaced 
wood for domestic heat in East Coast cities, but as Alfred Chandler has 
shown, it also powered the early Industrial Revolution. On the eve of the 
Civil War, consumption had reached nearly 10 million tons, half again as 
much as bituminous coal use at that time. Yet if declining costs of transport 
spread early anthracite use, they ultimately began to constrict its markets as 
well. The railroads breached the Appalachians in the 1850s and brought a 
flood of cheap bituminous coal to market. By the 1870s, soft-coal production 
had outstripped that of anthracite, gradually forcing the latter almost entirely 
out of industrial uses, while it remained the fuel of choice for domestic heat-
ing in eastern homes.5

Anthracite came from beds that were pitching, faulted, and deep, and 
the coal itself was hard, requiring much black powder to loosen it and 
much labor to clean it, all of which contributed to the expense of under-
ground mining. By World War I, strip mining had made an appearance, 
accounting for 1–2 percent of output, while companies were also reworking 
old culm banks of previously discarded coal and dredging coal waste from 
local rivers. An informal cartel dominated production: there were eight 
major producers—the railroad coal companies—that typically accounted 
for about three-quarters of output, and a competitive fringe of around 100 
independents. Essentially anthracite was not branded until the 1930s and 
all companies sold coal by size. Domestic sizes (e.g., “lump,” “chestnut,” 
“stove”) were for home burning. A second size group, termed “steam coal” 
(e.g. “Buckwheat #1”), were smaller still. These sold to apartment buildings, 
utilities, and other large users that had equipment designed to burn the 
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smaller sizes. Various sizes were produced jointly; all cost the same to mine 
but market prices roughly reflected size; thus in 1918 the average mine reali-
zation for chestnut and stove coal ranged from $5.87 to $6.64 per net ton. 
Steam sizes, essentially a byproduct of production for the domestic market, 
sold for less because competition with bituminous coal governed their price 
and so they yielded from $3.48 to $3.55 per ton. While such prices for steam 
coal did not cover average cost, they contributed to revenue to help cover 
fixed costs.6

Companies marketed hard coal using a variety of wholesale and retail 
arrangements. The railroad companies announced their “circular” prices 
about April 1 of each year. Discounted in the spring to encourage households 
to spread purchases through the months, prices otherwise usually remained 
fixed during the year. Those charged by independents reflected market forces, 
however, selling at a premium or discount from circular prices depending on 
market conditions. Transportation by water or rail or both might account 
for 18–20 percent of the retail price in cities close to producing areas, but in 
Chicago or St Louis transport costs amounted to 35–40 percent of the final 
price. Wholesaler and retailer costs of coal included transport fees, while 
their markups similarly reflected market conditions. Taken together, trans-
port costs and dealer margins ensured that the retail price of coal was usually 
around twice its price at the mine.7

Because hard coal was located in eastern Pennsylvania, while nearly thirty 
states mined the bituminous product, and because all coal was expensive to 
transport, anthracite sold in a narrow geographic area. Its major markets 
were eastern Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, and New England, while 
cheap water transportation allowed modest sales in the central and lake 
states as well. Consumers valued anthracite because it was comparatively 
clean to handle, while burning resulted in a fine ash with fewer clinkers 
than characterized combustion of its bituminous cousin. Finally, hard coal 
was expensive, but for heating, hot water, and cooking, it was the fuel of 
choice for those who could afford it. About World War I, the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics tabulated use of anthracite and bituminous coal by income 
level and the data confirm that hard coal was the fuel of the well-to-do 
who were more willing to pay for its cleanliness than were lower-income 
households.8

In the years before World War I, with Progressives worrying about natu-
ral resource waste and scarcity, anthracite was one of the resources they had 
in mind. In 1907 Chief of the US Forest Service Gifford Pinchot warned 
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a popular audience that reserves of anthracite would last only fifty years. 
Members of the US Geological Survey (USGS) also worried that the United 
States squandered its natural resources. They too thought that anthracite 
had a gloomy future, reasoning its geographic concentration and the increas-
ing difficulties of mining the deeper seams foreshadowed long-term cost 
increases, further narrowing the market. Anthracite was becoming “more 
and more a luxury,” a writer for the US Bureau of Mines claimed in 1911 
for he thought, “prices must advance with the increasing cost of produc-
tion.” The maximum output, the writer concluded, would likely be about 
100  million long-tons followed by decline. A decade later the US Coal 
Commission saw the anthracite problem in nearly identical terms. It also 
stressed the “increasing natural difficulties” that reduced labor productivity, 
although the problem reflected as well, the commission believed, a shortage 
of unskilled labor.9

figure 3 Anthracite: Peak and decline, 1900–1950. Source: US Geological Survey and Bureau 

of Mines, Mineral Resources of the United States and Minerals Yearbook, various years.

The forecast of 100 million tons proved almost quite accurate (fig. 3), but 
the Malthusian explanation of scarcity was at best partly correct. Output per 
worker-hour in hard coal did indeed stagnate in the early decades of the twen-
tieth century, and with rising wages this led to sharply increasing costs. As a 
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result, between 1910 and 1925 anthracite prices rose about 50 percent  relative 
to the price of bituminous coal. Yet this productivity stagnation seems to 
have reflected company lethargy more than natural scarcity, for beginning in 
the mid-1920s, as companies invested in better technology, labor productivity 
began to rise and the fuel’s relative price declined. Moreover, even without 
rising prices, competition from new fuels would have reduced the demand 
for anthracite.10

In retrospect, it is easy to see that worries over anthracite shortages were 
overblown, for while the rise in urban populations raised coal demand, other 
demographic changes were reducing its growth. Urbanization was shifting 
people from single-family dwellings to apartments, which were more fuel-
efficient and burned the smaller, more available sizes of anthracite. A New 
York City fuel survey of 1936 pointed out that single-family dwellings had 
fallen from nearly 32 percent of the total in 1921 to 20 percent in 1936 with 
the remainder being, of course, multiple-family dwellings. Moreover, the 
largest apartment buildings used about 24 percent less coal than the small-
est buildings to heat a given volume of space. Similar trends were occurring 
nationwide. These events, the survey concluded, were “most unfavorable to 
anthracite.”11

While they reduced the growth of anthracite sales, such demographic 
changes could not have resulted in the disintegration depicted in figure 3, 
for all fuels faced the same problems and some of them experienced sales 
growth. Rather, the collapse in sales resulted because anthracite had, after 
1900, become highly vulnerable to competition. While well aware of the rise 
of substitute fuels, writers at the USGS and the Coal Commission failed to 
grasp the magnitude of the threat. Indeed, so powerful was the Malthusian 
vision that the commission saw substitute fuels as merely a stopgap. “To eke 
out the inadequate supply of anthracite each year the waning supply must be 
supplemented by increased use of other fuel,” it warned. Yet as a high-priced 
fuel, hard coal could not defend against lower-cost alternatives, especially if 
they might duplicate some of its advantages. Because one of its selling points 
was convenience (less dirt; fewer clinkers), anthracite was susceptible to 
attack from more convenient fuels. Substitutes would do more than supple-
ment the anthracite market, however. In 1930, well before natural gas or oil 
had any significant market impact, anthracite sales were off about 30 percent 
from their wartime peak. The combination of rising prices for hard coal 
along with largely independent innovations in other fuel markets had put 
anthracite on the road to oblivion.12
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the rise of substitute fuels

The World War I boom in anthracite was an aberration. In fact, anthracite 
production grew only about 1.5 percent a year in the decade ending in 1917. 
Substitutes, like mice, had been nibbling away at hard coal markets for years, 
retarding its growth.13 As noted, anthracite had once been an industrial fuel, 
but by 1900 its bituminous cousin had long since supplanted it for most uses. 
For buyers of domestic fuel, there were a number of choices, and households 
of varying incomes and tastes no doubt balanced price against fuel charac-
teristics. With the exception of East Coast cities, most burned cheaper bitu-
minous coal for heat and hot water. Thus, while Boston households used no 
soft coal around World War I, in Chicago homeowners burned 20 percent 
more of it than they did hard coal; and in Cleveland 36 percent more, while 
Cincinnati, Columbus, and St. Louis households burned no anthracite at 
all. By World War I, kerosene stoves had been competing with anthracite for 
decades. Although some areas such as West Virginia and southern Ohio used 
natural gas, in general it provided little competition for anthracite during 
these years.14

In addition to direct competition with bituminous coal, by 1900 anthra-
cite faced increasing competition from three other fuels—manufactured gas, 
coke, and fuel briquettes—all of which derived from its bituminous cousin.15 
Figure 4 presents data on consumption of anthracite and other domestic fuels 
except for soft coal for which there are no data. For comparison, the figures 
extend to 1940. “For domestic purposes, coke and gas, the products of bitu-
minous coal, are competing more and more with anthracite in the markets 
of the larger cities and towns,” the USGS reported in 1907. Manufactured 
gas was the most important of these competitors. By 1900 every large city 
and many small towns had a coal gas plant that derived its product from 
the distillation of bituminous coal. Gas producers also sold the byproduct 
(gashouse coke) for domestic fuel. Gas from these sources was expensive but 
as electricity increasingly drove it out of illumination after 1900—and as 
economies of scale and technological change reduced its cost—manufactured 
gas became increasingly employed for cooking and in stoves and radiators for 
heat. By 1905 these sources produced about 108 billion cubic feet of gas, the 
equivalent of around 2.3 million tons of hard coal.16

A second source of gas came from the byproduct coke ovens that increas-
ingly supplied coke for steel making. By 1915 producers were selling about 
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27 billion cubic feet of byproduct gas for domestic purposes and the expan-
sion of coking during the wartime boom would soon increase this total. 
In 1930 manufactured gas from all sources used for domestic consumption 
totaled 281 billion cubic feet; not all of this displaced anthracite but much of 
it did, and was equivalent to 6.3 million tons of hard coal.

figure 4 Anthracite and some of its competitors, 1907–1940. Source: These data derive mostly 

from USBM Mineral Resources, part 2, various years. Manufactured gas figures are from Jacob 

Gould, Output and Productivity in the Electric and Gas Utilities, 1899–1942, National Bureau 

of Economic Research 47 (New York: NBER, 1946. Data on coke and gas prior to 1923 are 

approximated. Gas and oil are expressed as coal-equivalents. Coal and oil left axis; all others 

right axis.

Coke, as noted above, resulted from the destructive distillation of soft 
coal. Nearly pure carbon, it was cleaner to handle and burn than bituminous 
coal, easier to light than anthracite and had roughly the same heating value. 
Its disadvantages were that it required more tending than did anthracite and, 
because it was lighter, took more bin space. Gashouse coke had long been 
available for domestic fuel, typically selling at one to two dollars a ton below 
anthracite in local markets near the gas plant. Because producers needed 
to operate byproduct coke ovens full-time, it too began to penetrate the 
domestic fuel market. Byproduct coke also required educational efforts for 
it was harder and more difficult to light than the gashouse product. In 1923 
domestic coke from all sources amounted to about 2.7 million tons (fig. 4); 
thereafter sales took off, peaking at nearly 12 million tons in 1933. Most coke 
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production was in the Northeast; a 1930 Bureau of Mines survey found 
consumers used 90 percent of domestic coke in the north central or middle 
Atlantic States, where it competed directly with anthracite.17

Byproduct coking meshed nicely with Progressive Era ideals about reduc-
ing waste of natural resources. It was a far more efficient way to produce coke 
than was the older beehive process that wasted all the byproducts. The same 
logic made coke a better domestic fuel than raw coal. The Bureau of Mines 
explained that its use for domestic heating would “save many valuable by-
products that are wasted when [bituminous] coal is used directly in the raw 
state.” Finally, like anthracite, coke was smokeless. In the years before World 
War I urban Progressives began campaigns to pass city smoke ordinances and 
the bureau urged that this too made coke an attractive fuel, and far more 
widely available than anthracite.18

Like coke, coal briquettes warmed Progressive hearts as well as their 
hearths for they too embodied what the Bureau of Mines termed “practi-
cal conservation.” Briquettes, which in shape and form resembled modern 
charcoal briquettes, were made by combining a binder with very fine (slack) 
coal that would otherwise be wasted, and of which vast mountains existed. 
Initially, because they used coal tar as a binder, briquettes smoked, making 
them inferior to anthracite, and they might be expensive. But by 1940 one 
company marketed “Solorite” that it alleged to be a smokeless briquette. 
Briquette sales grew rapidly, from almost nothing in 1907 to a half-million 
tons in 1920 and over a million tons in the last year of that decade (fig. 4). 
Their natural market was near a cheap supply of fuel, yet protected from 
coal competition by high transport costs. The lake states of Wisconsin and 
Michigan fit this profile as their docks contained vast stores of slack.19

Domestic fuel choices were difficult to change for they embodied both 
the physical investment in heating plant and the hard-won expertise in the 
use of a particular fuel. As contemporaries understood, for families to shift 
to a substitute fuel they first had to learn how to use it. The incentive to 
learn was the possibility of better or cheaper energy and that motive was 
ongoing, assisted by articles in women’s magazines and by self-interested 
suppliers. In 1902 a writer in Good Housekeeping stressed one aspect of gas 
cooking that must have appealed to many housewives: “The woman with a 
gas stove can economize a good many steps and many minutes by arranging 
a number of pantry things and cooking aids close by her stove. When one 
uses coal this cannot be done: dirt and ashes would keep things constantly 
dirty.”20
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Before World War I, only the gas industry engaged in significant sales 
promotion. Gas producers had strong motives to advertise because the mar-
ket for illumination faced disruptive competition from electricity, resulting 
in underused capacity. Gas producers undertook aggressive local promotions 
and coordinated in national campaigns through trade associations. In 1906 
the American Gas Institute polled its members on their various methods 
of getting new business, and the focus by that time was on expanding gas 
use for cooking and water heating. The replies provide a glimpse into sales 
practices of that day. Nearly all employed newspaper advertising, sometimes 
in foreign-language papers as well. These ranged from the bland to snappy 
one-liners that played on themes such as modernity and comfort. “Might as 
well make your own shoes or weave your cloth as use a coal range. Cook with 
gas.” “Who is afraid of the hot weather with a gas range in the kitchen?”21

A theme that runs through company responses was the need for good, 
efficient, honest service, for a bad reputation was disaster. Indeed, several 
companies taught meter-reading classes for customers, and because gas 
was expensive they provided tips on economical use with slogans such as 
“matches are cheaper than gas.” Bulk mailings were widely employed as well. 
Most companies offered appliances in addition to gas and the Battle Creek 
(Michigan) Gas Company sent out a mailing informing its recipients “The 
price of one cigar a day would buy your wife a [gas] range.” Most com-
panies hired “solicitors,” women who made house calls providing advice, 
home cooking demonstrations, and free items such as waffle irons or horse 
blankets emblazoned with “Cook with Gas.” L. C. Graham of the Winona 
(Minnesota) Gas Light and Coke Company explained why companies 
favored women for these jobs. “We find lady canvassers are better than men 
for selling gas ranges. It is possible for them to get in closer touch with the 
ladies and analyze the situation better and follow up what a man would think 
a poor prospect and turn it into a sale.”22

Many gas companies marketing stoves and heaters did so on time and at 
cost or sometimes at a loss; they might also throw in free installation. The 
Bedford (Indiana) Heat and Power Company even provided 5,000 cubic 
feet of free gas for stoves bought in March. There were endless contests: the 
person writing the best ad might get a free range, or there might be cash 
for the “lady baking the best loaf of bread, or cake on a gas range.” The 
Bridgeport (Connecticut) Gas Light Company had women demonstrators 
in the office baking pastries. Some companies that included gas, electricity, 
and transit advertised on their trolleys. The Butte (Montana) Gas Light and 
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Fuel Company’s offering, read, “Everybody works but mamma, ’cause she 
uses a gas range.” Mamma’s view of this assessment has not been recorded.23

As the market for gas expanded, utilities producing coal gas inevitably 
generated an increasing amount of coke. Protected by the high cost of ship-
ping anthracite, coke usually sold in local markets at slightly less than the 
price of hard coal, but to make the sale companies had to employ many 
of the techniques they used to market gas. Here again the sales material 
included a strong dose of information, for—as noted—coke needed to be 
handled and burned differently than either anthracite or bituminous coal. 
Rome (New York) Gas and Electric made a virtue of coke’s light weight, 
advertising it as the perfect fuel for “dainty women.” That company also 
emphasized the cleanliness of coke, distributing it in white wagons with driv-
ers wearing white costumes. It claimed that coal wagons, by contrast, were 
black and dirty and looked like a funeral procession. Albion (Michigan) Gas 
Light successfully increased coke sales by arranging with local hardware stores 
to donate a quarter ton of coke with each gas stove sold. In some towns, 
grocery stores sold coke on commission and offered free samples from the 
gas company. Fort Dodge (Iowa) treated its coke and gas as complements, 
not substitutes, offering gas stoves with a side-arm heater to burn coke. In 
1913 booming gas demand faced Detroit City Gas Company with the need 
to double its coke sales, which they accomplished by a stepped-up campaign 
featuring the usual mix of billboards, trolley ads, and discount coupons.24

There were also industry-wide campaigns to sell gas. As noted above, the 
National Commercial Gas Association (NCGA) created the character Nancy 
Gay, who began appearing in advertisements in 1914. About the same time 
the association also sponsored “Gas Range Week” that featured advertising in 
major magazines such as Literary Digest and Saturday Evening Post.25

These various marketing campaigns got an enormous boost from the 
declining price of gas, which fell steadily in real terms: adjusted for inflation 
gas prices were 27 percent lower in 1915 than they had been in 1899, while 
by comparison anthracite prices had been rising. These price declines, along 
with cleanliness and ease of use, made gas increasingly attractive for cooking 
and water heating. Gas also steadily encroached on anthracite as a second-
ary source of heat in room heaters or gas radiators and in the spring and fall 
when adjusting the heat from coal fires was difficult.26

Still, until World War I, households rarely chose manufactured gas for 
central heating; the reason was cost. Data on prices and efficiency for 1915 
indicate that gas might be five times as expensive as anthracite.27 Yet change 
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was already underway. In 1917, perhaps because of its access to low-cost 
 coke-oven gas, Consolidated Gas and Electric Company of Baltimore pio-
neered the introduction of manufactured gas for domestic central heating. 
After considerable testing and experimentation with rates and heating sys-
tems, the company offered gas at $.35 per thousand cubic feet for purchases 
in excess of 4,000 cubic feet. With anthracite by then selling at about $18 
dollars a ton, gas heat had finally become economic.28

While the jump in gas prices associated with World War I set back its use 
for central heating, gas continued to spread slowly during the 1920s. The use 
of special rates for heating became more common and to avoid the shock that 
might arrive with January bills companies devised ways of averaging monthly 
payments. Initially utilities had been unwilling to install gas-conversion 
burners in existing coal furnaces as they often proved inefficient and there-
fore expensive to run. Such a policy, of course, raised installation costs and 
restricted markets. Gradually, however, conversion burners improved and by 
1929 their sales outstripped those of gas furnaces and boilers. Because of the 
expense of gas, utilities also encouraged the use of better house insulation and 
some offered gas conversion packages that included insulation and weather-
stripping. Consumption of manufactured gas for all domestic purposes 
peaked in 1931, equivalent to about 6 million tons of coal. Its slow decline 
thereafter reflected the shift from manufactured to natural gas as well as the 
increasing competition from oil (see fig. 4 above).29

labor and wartime disruptions

The demographic changes discussed above and the rise of substitute fuels 
help account for the gradual cessation of growth and then sharp decline in 
anthracite sales before 1930. Recurrent strikes and the output disruptions 
resulting from World War I assisted these longer-term forces. The labor dis-
ruptions resulted not only in major price spikes, but also in shortages—coal 
was sometimes unobtainable at any price—and in quality deterioration. 
These shocks encouraged producers to enter new geographic markets and 
encouraged consumers to experiment with alternative fuels, thereby speeding 
up learning.30

Anthracite began the twentieth century with a labor disruption in 1900 
but the great strike of 1902, lasting 163 days, was far more important. The 
Boston Globe reported that consumers, in shifting to bituminous coal, were 
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“learning that they could do without anthracite,” and that some markets 
were “permanently lost.” In Philadelphia and New York the strike increased 
the use of bituminous coal and the resulting air pollution resulted in “soft 
coal eye.” About the same time the Chicago Tribune reported large sales of gas 
and kerosene heaters while anthracite burners were “a drug on the market.” 
The strike also moved public institutions in that city to shift from anthra-
cite to bituminous coal, allowing the producers of low-volatile “smokeless” 
bituminous coal from West Virginia to gain a beachhead in Chicago. The 
USGS also noted that the strike caused use of coke and gas in New York 
City, while households in Baltimore shifted from hard to soft coal. Users 
of the smaller sizes (apartment and commercial buildings), the Survey later 
observed, had been “driven to bituminous coal” by the strike and continued 
to use it afterwards.31

Wartime disruptions after 1916 boomed the demand for gas in Baltimore 
and per capita use doubled between 1916 and 1922. “Many new homes are 
built without a coal range in the kitchen so that gas alone is used,” Johns 
Hopkins University professor of economics Jacob Hollander told the Coal 
Commission. “Gas water heaters are also coming into common use,” he 
observed.32 Wartime shortages seem to have yielded quality deterioration in 
hard coal as well. Individual anthracite producers had developed standards 
for size and impurities in coal and would condemn shipments exceeding 
the limits, but the Federal Trade Commission discovered that condemned 
shipments dropped sharply during the period of shortage in 1916. It seems 
unlikely that this reflected an outbreak of quality control, for households 
complained that their coal contained so much stone and slate that some 
termed it “fireproof.”33

In 1917 shortages of bituminous coal in the East led the US Fuel 
Administration to allocate a disproportionate share of 1918 anthracite pro-
duction to eastern states. This surely accelerated consumer education about 
alternative fuels in those other states receiving sharply diminished supplies. 
The federal government also did its part to speed learning about alternatives, 
for the Bureau of Mines and US Fuel Administration published brochures on 
that topic. The war immensely expanded byproduct-coking capacity as well, 
leading that industry to push more strongly into domestic markets for manu-
factured gas and coke in the postwar years. Koppers, for example, began to 
market coke in New York City as early as 1919.34

Table 1 presents sales by state of domestic anthracite for 1916 and 1921, two 
“normal” years. As noted above, use of domestic anthracite was concentrated 
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table 1. Geographic Distribution of Domestic Anthracite Sales, 1916 and 1921

Net Tons

1916 1921 Change

New England   9,938,863 (17.08%)a 9,234,675 (19.32%)a −7.09%

Maine 620,808 (1.07%) 614,306 (1.28%) −1.05%

New Hampshire   352,326 (0.61 %) 398,042 (0.83%) 12.98%

Vermont   349,374 (0.60%)  334,100 (0.70%) −4.37%

Massachusetts 5,636,662 (9.69%) 5,399,677 (11.29%) −4.20%

Rhode Island 739,652 (1.27%) 681,185 (1.42%) −7.90%

Connecticut 2,240,041 (3.85%) 1,807,366 (3.78%) −19.32%

Atlantic States 31,452,931 (54.05%) 31,176,797 (65.21%) −0.88%

New York 15,870,681 (27.27%) 15,756,030 (32.96%) −0.72%

New Jersey 5,320,870 (9.14%)  5,176,250 (10.83%) −2.72%

Pennsylvania 8,109,089 (13.94%)  8,250,721 (17.26%) 1.75%

Delaware  250,779 (0.43%) 232,805 (0.49%) −7.17%

Maryland 1,045,557 (1.80%) 954,078 (2.00%) −8.75%

District of Columbia  590,087 (1.01%)    583,737 (1.22%) −1.08%

Virginia 265,868 (0.46%)  223,937 (0.47%) −15.77%

Central States 5,583,395 (9.59%) 4,458,340 (9.33%) −20.15%

Ohio  649,914 (1.12%) 463,802 (0.97%) −28.64%

Indiana   512,234 (0.88%)  329,310 (0.69%) −35.71%

Illinois 2,639,102 (4.54%) 2,252,036 (4.71%) −14.67%

Michigan 1,782,145 (3.06%) 1,413,225 (2.96%) −20.70%

Northwest 3,207,805 (5.51%) 2,577,323 (5.39%) −19.65%

Wisconsin 1,343,953 (2.31%) 1,469,803 (3.07%) 9.36%

Minnesota  1,177,898 (2.02%)  835,933 (1.75%) −29.03%

Nebraska  177,610 (0.31%)   59,071 (0.12%) −66.74%

North Dakota   271,509 (0.47%) 105,959 (0.22%) −60.97%

South Dakota   236,835 (0.41%)  106,557 (0.22%) −55.01%

Trans Mississippi 864,848 (1.49%)  359,752 (0.75%) −58.40%

Iowa 469,610 (0.81%)  192,489 (0.40%) −59.01%

Missouri  197,882 (0.34%)   100,176 (0.21%) −49.38%

Nebraska  177,610 (0.31%)   59,072 (0.12%) −66.74%

Kansas  19,746 (0.03%)    8,015 (0.02%) −59.41%

Total 51,047,842 (87.72%) 47,806,887 (100.00%) −6.35%
Source: Mineral Resources, 1917, 1245; US Coal Commission, part 2, 685.

Note: Includes exports and railroad fuel; excludes steam sizes and coal used at mine. Data are in net 

(2,000 lb) tons.
aPercent of total.
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in New England and the Mid-Atlantic states. These data also suggest that 
the wartime changes were important. Anthracite sales had been growing 
slowly for some time, but they declined about 15 percent from 1916 to 1921. 
Moreover, the greatest decline was in those central and northwestern states 
where distance had made anthracite expensive and marginal before the war 
and that had experienced the greatest wartime shortages. It seems clear, 
therefore, that anthracite was in trouble long before the two great strikes of 
1922 and 1925–26.

Industry problems extended to the smaller “steam” sizes as well. These had 
been a steadily increasing share of output, rising from about 23 percent of all 
shipments in 1890 to 33 percent in 1922. Sold at a loss in competition with 
soft coal as boiler fuel, they contributed to companies’ financial health as 
long as their sales covered out-of-pocket costs. However, as Coal Age reported 
in 1925, the price spread between domestic and smaller sizes widened even as 
their market shrunk; the journal also claimed that they rarely sold beyond a 
100-mile radius from the mines.35

Two immense strikes—one in 1922 lasted 163 days and another in 1925–26
dragged on for 170 days—also hastened the shift away from anthracite. In the 
1922 episode the industry followed wartime precedent and instituted its own 
geographic allocations and, as in wartime, these disproportionately favored 
eastern consumers. Moreover, with domestic hard coal scarce and expensive, 
entrepreneurs saw their chance. Imports of hard coal, much of it from Wales, 
jumped from virtually nothing to 234,000 tons in 1922. Thereafter, they 
would range from that figure to as high as 800,000 tons (most of which went 
to New England) despite a two-dollar-per-ton tariff applied in 1932. The rise 
of imports was one manifestation of a revolt against domestic anthracite in 
New England, as the region collectively seemed determined to escape the 
cycle of strikes and shortages that resulted from dependence on American 
producers. Massachusetts appointed a fuel administrator with “wartime pow-
ers,” who promptly urged consumers to shift to soft coal. In 1923 Boston’s 
municipal buildings switched from coal to coke for fuel.36

That strike also appears to have reduced product quality. In the sum-
mer of 1923 the Bureau of Mines took samples from anthracite stocks at 
Massachusetts retailers. In one of the steam sizes (“Buckwheat #1) it found 
impurities (“ash”) averaging 19 percent while some samples of domestic sizes 
contained as much as 46 percent ash.37

Even before the 1925 strike the Boston Globe was reporting, “a very large 
number of New Englanders have switched from hard to soft coal.” Late that 
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year Coal Age noted a “Bitter Anti-Anthracite Campaign in New England.” 
The moving force behind the efforts to reduce anthracite use was the New 
England Governors’ Council and especially Massachusetts governor Alvin 
Fuller and John Hays Hammond, formerly of the US Coal Commission. 
Remarkably enough, Hammond at least urged the federal government to 
stay out of the way, apparently believing that it might interfere with New 
England’s efforts to punish producers by weaning the region from anthra-
cite. Aside from a publicity campaign featuring a “war to end war” with 
anthracite, the council’s most important work was to provide information 
on the availability and use of alternative fuels. It publicized the efforts of the 
West Virginia Smokeless Coal Operators to gain a foothold in New England 
markets. When those operators opened an advertising booth to display their 
wares on Boston Common, Governor Fuller inaugurated the festivities by 
shoveling the first scoops of coal.38

The Bureau of Mines and the council also tried to educate consumers on 
the advantages and techniques of burning soft coal as well as coke. In a 1923 
report that sounded like an advertisement for the smokeless coals, the bureau 
concluded:

The “smokeless” Pocahontas [coals] . . . are higher in heat value and 
usually contain less ash than anthracite; and as a general rule they can 
be bought considerably cheaper . . . the purchaser actually gets almost 
twice the amount of available heat for his money.39

By December 1927, with anthracite at $16.50 a ton on its way to $18, the 
Massachusetts Special Commission on the Necessaries of Life underlined the 
bureau’s claim that adjusted for heating value, the cost of smokeless coal was 
about half that of anthracite. An assist in these efforts to shift New England 
away from anthracite came from the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
which established new, lower joint freight rates on coal from West Virginia 
to New England. Rising prices again attracted imports, including anthra-
cite from Wales and coke from Scotland. Massachusetts coke sales from all 
sources jumped from about 270,000 tons 1924–25 to 500,000 in 1925–26.40

With local variation, similar events played out in New York, Philadelphia, 
Chicago, and other cities. Noting the increasing availability of coke, the 
Chicago Tribune editorialized “it is the consumer’s chance . . . [for] independ-
ence.” Indeed, while consumers in that city used about twice as much soft as 
hard coal around World War I, by the mid-1930s they used about five times 
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as much. In New York the state and city began an educational campaign in 
1925 to explain to households the proper way to burn soft coal. The New York 
Times reported that Pennsylvania byproduct coking plants were stepping up 
production for New York markets. Since the 1922 strike, the state’s gas plants 
had added 60 million cubic feet a day of capacity. New York State’s coke 
capacity had risen from 150,000 tons to a million tons a year in the past three 
years, and Schenectady, Troy, Watertown, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester and a 
number of other cities and towns were now using coke.41 As figure 4 (above) 
demonstrates, oil’s importance was modest as late as 1930; use of manufac-
tured gas grew steadily down to about 1931 while coke sales grew slowly to 
1923, after which time they boomed until the middle 1930s. The strikes and 
World War I disruptions were important, but they only hastened the diffu-
sion of substitutes for anthracite that had been underway for decades.

The Bureau of Mines summarized the hard-coal situation in 1927 observ-
ing, “Over a period of years there has been a gradual downward trend in the 
tonnage taken by certain important anthracite markets.” About that time an 
editorial in the New York Herald Tribune captured the changes. “Just a gen-
eration ago coal hods were big sellers in every American city. . . . They were 
the symbol of anthracite. . . . Today you strain your eyes looking for [one].”42

anthracite strikes back

Monopolists are not noted for addressing consumer complaints with alacrity, 
and the anthracite producers failed to respond to inroads in their sales from 
other solid fuels and gas until the mid-1920s. In 1922 Coal Age reported a 
large producer that still seemed indifferent to the concerns of its customers. 
Companies did little advertising. In 1925 the Age decried the lack of merchan-
dizing and reported that “from producer to retailer [the industry] has been 
nothing but an assemblage of order takers.” In 1928 it recalled the “dead level 
of complacent self-sufficiency” that characterized most producers right after 
the war. Dealer relations were often poor. The industry’s trade association—
the Anthracite Operators Association—largely focused on labor relations and 
did no research. There was little coordination with furnace makers.43

Anthracite producers belatedly woke up to the threat, for the first real 
changes did not begin until 1925 when producers finally adopted industry-
wide quality standards.44 The companies had rejected standards when the US 
Coal Commission recommended them in 1923, but apparently reconsidered, 
as poor quality-control (noted above) resulted in a chorus of complaints 
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from dealers. “The present lack of uniformity . . . [in] sizing and pr eparing 
coal . . . gives rise to much of the criticism, complaint and ill-will on the part 
of consumers,” the National Retail Coal Merchants Association reported. 
Moreover, the industry was then trying to interest consumers in smaller 
sizes of coal and if these contained too much ash they simply would not 
burn in domestic furnaces. The first standards governed size and percent 
of impurities. A new inspection service was to ensure compliance. Because 
they reduced the quantity of marketable output per ton of coal mined, the 
standards had the effect of reducing productivity and raising costs. They were 
tightened in 1927, but they did improve quality: a 1935 survey found that 
impurities in Buckwheat #1 dropped from 18 to about 11 percent.45

In 1927 a subgroup of the Operators Conference began the Anthracite 
Coal Service, to improve dealer relations with an eye to better customer ser-
vice. Dealers and producers had long been wary allies. In 1925 New England 
dealers complained that producers sometimes sold to large customers at the 
same price they gave to dealers, while many dealers returned the favor by 
carrying coke, bituminous coal, and fuel oil. The Coal Service established 
regional offices as far west as Minneapolis that offered dealer training in 
combustion so that they could provide furnace services to customers. By 1929 
it had supplied instruction to employees of nearly 1,800 retailers in 111 cities. 
The Coal Service began Anthracite Salesman, distributing about 14,000 cop-
ies a year to dealers. Many consumer complaints, dealers discovered, reflected 
either improper firing techniques by consumers or faulty equipment. Soot 
buildup on the boiler, for example, was a wonderful form of insulation and 
might result in skyrocketing coal consumption to maintain comfortable 
temperatures.46

In 1927 the Bureau of Mines described the Mount Carmel Conference 
as a “united effort on the part of operators, miners, distributors, consumers 
and all others interested in the economic welfare of the anthracite region.” 
Resulting in an Anthracite Cooperative Association (later the Anthracite 
Institute), it focused on public relations, taxes, and freight rates. In 1929 
producers also established a credit bureau to aid company sales.47

Motivation for these early efforts was competition from other solid fuels 
and manufactured gas, not oil. In 1925 New England dealers concluded that 
bituminous coal and its derivatives (coke, electricity and manufactured gas) 
were “more menacing” than oil. A year later Edward Parker of the Anthracite 
Information Bureau informed the American Mining Congress that oil com-
petition would “grow less menacing.” Such hopes reflected the pronounce-
ments of a chorus of experts that the United States would soon run out of 
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oil. As late as 1932, two years after the discovery of the enormous East Texas 
oil field, the Federal Oil Conservation Board was still warning of a “paradox 
of a present oversupply in the face of ultimate shortage.”48

By 1928 anthracite had belatedly woken up to the threat posed by compe-
tition. That year the Bureau of Mines reported that industry was “assisting 
in the development” of mechanical stokers that would feed smaller, cheaper 
sizes of anthracite. In 1929 producers formalized an Anthracite Equipment 
Corporation to encourage technical improvements in furnaces. Mechanical 
stokers fed coal from a hopper and therefore required much less tending. They 
might be thermostat-controlled and some came with automatic ash removal 
as well. Stokers seemed to be the key to meeting gas and oil competition and 
by 1936 several coal companies manufactured their own, and all encouraged 
dealers to carry them as well. Stokers reemphasized the need for clean coal, 
for stone might clog the mechanism potentially breaking a shear pin or caus-
ing motor overload. Yet “automatic anthracite,” as companies termed these 
developments, was a mixed blessing. Bituminous producers also awakened to 
the need for better marketing and they too began to develop stokers, ensuring 
that hard coal was unlikely to make sales gains from that direction. In addition, 
because stokers used smaller, less profitable sizes, unless they expanded the 
overall anthracite market their use might prove suicidal. Coal Age pointed out 
as early as 1925: to induce consumers to purchase, say, Buckwheat #1 if its sales 
came at the expense of domestic sizes would reduce, not increase, profitability.49

By the mid-1920s anthracite also had a price problem. In 1924 a repre-
sentative of the gas industry happily predicted that the higher prices resulting 
from the 1922–23 strike settlement “will automatically sell . . . over 7½ billion 
cu. ft. of manufactured gas in New York State alone.” Anthracite prices had 
been creeping up relative to bituminous coal as well. The average mine price 
of hard coal had stood about 80 percent above the mine price of bituminous 
coal before World War I but had risen to 2.5 times soft-coal prices by the 
middle 1920s. In Chicago anthracite retailed for $17.19 a ton in October 1925 
while soft coal sold at $8.99.50

In response, companies improved testing for size and purity; they 
employed new flotation methods and began major investments in break-
ers and washeries to producer cleaner coal (fig. 5). Large producers also 
speeded up underground mechanization in order to control costs. Coal Age 
began featuring many stories such as “Machines Help Anthracite Regain 
Lost Markets.” In 1927, the first year the Bureau of Mines gathered such 
data, about 5 percent of anthracite came from strip mining or was loaded 
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 mechanically underground; by 1940 these increased to about 31 percent of the 
total. Accordingly, labor productivity (output per worker-hour), which had 
stagnated between 1903 and 1926, rose about 61 percent between that year 
and 1940 even as product quality improved.51

figure 5 A March 22, 1930, aerial view of the Locust Summit Coal 

Breaker, Northumberland County, of the Philadelphia and Reading 

Railroad symbolized coal companies’ efforts to mechanize. It was at one 

time the largest breaker in America. Courtesy: Pennsylvania State Archives, 

Aero Service Company Photographs (MG-416, #12135).

In 1928 the industry held a research conference and soon contracted with 
Frost Research Laboratory, which undertook investigations aimed at improv-
ing stokers, finding new markets for anthracite, and possible uses for coal 
ash. In the early 1930s a research division of the Anthracite Institute replaced 
this arrangement and it cooperated closely with scientists at Penn State.52

Anthracite began a marketing campaign about 1927. The Philadelphia 
and Reading Company inaugurated newspaper and some magazine adver-
tisements. Rather belatedly it proclaimed the smoke-control benefits of 
anthracite with ads urging, “let a little sunshine in.” A number of other 
producers and dealers combined to advertise “cert-i-fied” anthracite, stressing 
quality. These early advertising campaigns aimed at anthracite’s core market, 
appearing in East Coast newspapers. They rarely employed humor and visual 
images were often uninteresting. The campaign soon petered out. There were 
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trademarking efforts as well; Reading advertised that it had “Fyrewell” coal, 
a small amount of which would allegedly work wonders when added to the 
coal pile. Another company included cardboard advertisements in its coal 
and in 1929 Glen Alden and the Delaware Lackawanna and Western mines 
began to dye their product and advertise “Blue Coal” (fig. 6). Such a focus, 

figure 6 Branding coal failed to stem loss of markets to coke, briquettes, manufac-

tured gas, and bituminous coal. Courtesy of The Brooklyn Daily Eagle (Brooklyn, 

NY) February 14, 1933, page 11.
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emphasizing one supplier of hard coal over another, seems entirely misplaced 
in the face of interfuel competition.53

Spokesmen for hard coal in the early 1930s were invariably upbeat, claim-
ing that these measures would soon reverse the decline in anthracite sales. 
With hindsight, it is clear they did not, for in the 1930s and later, oil and 
natural gas turned what had been a genteel decline into a route. In 1917 
production had been just short of 100 million tons; in 2015 it was just over 
2 million tons.

conclusions and conjectures

In the twentieth century anthracite underwent two energy transitions. The 
first, before about 1930, was a gradual shift from coal to coal: from anthracite 
to soft coal, burned either directly in homeowners’ furnaces, or as manufac-
tured gas, or briquettes, or coke. The second transition, this one largely to oil 
and far more rapid, began about 1925, and, in the pre–World War II years, 
oil stole markets from both kinds of coal. Market forces dominated these 
energy transitions. Coke, manufactured gas, smokeless coal, and briquette 
producers all saw opportunity in anthracite’s high prices, deteriorating qual-
ity, and supply disruptions. Public policies influenced these events at several 
places. While antismoke regulations had little impact in creating a demand 
for anthracite, wartime allocations narrowed the markets for hard coal. 
Requirements for through freight rates widened the area in which smokeless 
coal could compete, while New England’s politicians made a concerted and 
successful effort to speed that region’s transition away from hard coal.

As this article has demonstrated, to focus exclusively on the energy tran-
sition to oil and natural gas is to miss much of the story. Ultimately most 
households did shift from anthracite to oil or natural gas, but these fuels were 
like the wolves that ate the rabbit and the coyote that was about to eat the 
rabbit. Thus, it is worth speculating on how events might have differed had 
oil and natural gas not entered the picture as early as they did.

Anthracite’s problem was that by about World War I, it no longer had 
much to sell. Its cost advantage over gas was eroding and even with a stoker it 
could not match that fuel’s cleanliness, convenience, and comfort. Had oil not 
arrived when it did to pick off higher income households, they would likely 
have shifted to heating with manufactured gas instead, although perhaps more 
slowly. Nor was anthracite less smoky than coke or the low volatile bituminous 
coals, and it was usually more—sometimes much more—expensive. Had oil 
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not arrived, the rapid growth in coke sales would probably have continued 
while smokeless briquettes may also have found favor and contributed to the 
decline in hard coal. Even in the absence of oil and natural gas competition, 
there would have been no U-turn on hard coal’s road to near extinction.
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